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Abstract
The sandwich construction is a relatively light weight but 
stiff system which can be manufactured from a large variety of 
materials. The aircraft and transportation industries are probably the 
greatest end users of this form of construction. The units 
manufactured for these industries are usually shaped to increase 
further the overall stiffness of the composite.
The present investigation compares the experimental testing 
of beams under varying bending moments with four analytical solutions, 
three of which were based upon the finite element method and the fourth 
was based upon theory. In addition it compares the experimental 
results of edgewise compressive loads applied to sandwich systems with 
two analytical solutions, one was a finite element analysis and the 
other a theoretical solution.
Mechanical property tests were also determined on small 
coupon samples cut from the same material from which the beams and 
columns were made. These are required as input data for the finite 
element solutions.
It has been shown that, generally, there is satisfactory 
agreement between the analytical and experimental techniques used. The 
foam core material is a particularly difficult material to model when 
it is considered that it is highly anisotropic and contains a high 
percentage of air voids. The analytical solutions used in the analysis 
allowed for only small deflection theory; greater accuracy may have 
been achieved using a theory considering large deflections.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction.
1.1 General Introduction
Sandwich beams are a type of construction in which materials 
with unique properties may be combined to produce a structural 
component which gives the optimum overall mechanical properties.
The sandwich beam generally consists of face materials which have 
relatively high strength and stiffness properties and which are bonded 
completely to a low modulus, low strength and light weight material. 
The main function of the latter material is to produce a lever arm for 
internal moments of the composite construction (assuming that this 
moment is taken by the face material) and also to resist the internal 
shear applied to the beam. This construction behaves structurally in a 
similar way to that of a plate girder where the flanges resist the 
moment stresses and the web resists the shear.
The face component can be manufactured from almost any 
material (viz.steel, aluminum and g.r.p.) and the core component from 
material that has much lower stiffness than that of the former. The 
core, however, must be stiff enough to ensure that the facings remain 
the proper distance apart and must also provide adequate shearing 
strength so that the facings will not slide relative to each other when 
the panel is deflected. Finally, the core must also possess sufficient 
stiffness to enable the facings to remain flat when they are subjected 
to compressive stresses which would otherwise cause buckling or
must
wrinkling. The bonding agent between the face and core materials /be
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stiff enough to prevent substantial relative movement between the two 
materials. In the present investigation the sandwich system consists 
of face materials of glass reinforced polyester (g.r.p.) and core 
materials of expanded Plasticell foam materials.
1.2 Polymers
A Polymer may be defined as a large molecule built up by 
repetition of small simple chemical units. These simple short 
molecules are known as monomers and are united into a chain to give the 
polymer in a manufacturing process known as polymerisation. When 
monomers of different kinds are united the product is known as a 
co-polymer, and the process of uniting the different monomers is known 
as co-polymerisation.
There are a large number of polymers which are available in 
the chemical industry, most of which are characterized by a low elastic 
modulus. In addition, they all have low specific gravities and high 
coefficients of thermal expansion, and can be broadly classified into 
two groups, thermoplastic polymers and thermosetting polymers.
Tabled. 1) compares the most important mechanical properties 
of some polymers with traditional structural materials. It is seen 
that the magnitude of most properties of polymers are similar to those 
of timber.
Tabled.2) gives the grouping for the most common polymers 
used in the construction industry.
1.3 Fibres
Polymers are generally stiffened by the addition of fillers 
These fillers generally take the form of fibres and can be of various 
types.
In the construction industry the fibres that are invariably 
used are glass fibre but other material fibre is also available such as 
carbon fibre, however, in this project only glass fibre will be 
considered.
1.3.1 Manufacturing Process of Glass Fibre
Glass fibres are manufactured for the reinforced plastics 
industry by the rapid drawing of molten glass at high speed, through a 
platinum bushing containing usually a multiple of 204 orifices, the 
temperature of the molten glass (at 1200°C ) is reduced to room 
temperature in approximately 10”^ seconds, each orifice has a 
diameter in the range 0.75-3mm. On emerging from the bushing 204 
filaments are bundled together to form a strand. The filaments are 
bonded to each other by a size usually a starch-oil emulsion, this 
enables the abrasive effects of filaments rubbing against one another 
to be reduced to a minimum. Finally the strand is wound on to a drum. 
Fig.(1.1) shows the glass fibre production process.
1.3.2 Strand Fibres
A number of strands are usually combined to form thicker 
parallel bundles called rovings. Strands may also be twisted to form 
several types of yarns. Rovings or yarns may either be used 
individually or in the form of woven fabric glass strands for
reinforcing thermosetting polymers. The strand may be used in a number 
of different forms:
(a) chopped strands which are continuous strands chopped into 
50mm lengths. Due to the method of dispersing these fibres in the 
matrix, the distribution is generally very uneven and consequently the 
laminates are not usually manufactured with this form of reinforcement.
(b) chopped strand mat which is manufactured from chopped 
strands and is probably the most important form of glass fibre
reinforcement in present day use. The glass strands are bonded
together in a random, two-dimensional manner with a resinous binder and 
the resulting laminates is assumed, for design purposes , to be 
isotropic. The strands are normally 50mm long and there are several 
different binders which must be compatible with the resins used, 
binders are chosen according to application. The tensile strength of 
the laminate will depend upon the amount of glass and the type of resin 
used, but the chopped strand laminate has exceptionally good
interlaminar cohesion and strength.
(c) woven rovings are used in mouldings and laminates to 
produce high directional strength characteristics. Unidirectional 
rovings have great strength in one direction, this is achieved by using
a high percentage of roving for the wrap direction, and a small 
percentage for the weft direction. Bidirectional roving laminates have 
high strength properties in two directions at right angles to each 
other. It is difficult to produce woven roving laminates with a good 
surface finish and the interlaminar cohesion between layers is not 
good. Woven roving can be used in conjunction with chopped strand mat 
to give bulk and extra strength to laminates.
1.4 Foam Polymers
In this investigation the face material consists of reinforced 
polyester composites bonded to a low density core material. There are 
three main types of foam which are used in the construction industry, 
these are
(a) rigid polyurethane,
(b) phenolic,
(c) polyvinychloride.
When polymerisation takes place between the polyester polymer 
and hardener the reaction is an exothermic one and heat is given off. 
Blowing agent are introduced into the thermoplastic polymer such that 
when the exothermic reaction commences, the heat given off causes the 
blowing agents to give off gas which in turn will cause the resin to 
expand and to trap the air in pockets within the polymers. A foam in 
which the cells are discrete or disconnected units and whose gas is not 
continuous is said to have a ’closed cell' structure and is essentially 
air and vapour tight, whilst a foam in which the cells are 
interconnected and whose gas is continuous is said to have an 'open 
cell’ structure. With this latter foam, free movement of air and
vapour through the volume of material is permitted. Most rigid 
plastics foams, however, are neither completely open nor completely 
closed celled but are characterized by a 'fraction of open or closed 
cells 1.
The term density, when applied to rigid foam polymers, refers 
to its bulk density which is defined as the ratio of (total
weight/total volume) of the polymer and gaseous component. The gaseous
component contributes considerably to the volume of the foam, whilst
the solid polymer component contributes almost the entire weight.
1.5 The Sandwich Construction System
In this investigation the face materials for both the beam and 
the column specimens were manufactured from laminates of chopped strand 
mat. The face material was then bonded to the core material made from 
thermoplastic polymer; the trade name of the core material used was 
'Plasticell1.
The manufacturing procedure for the thin face sandwich beams 
and columns used materials having 3 layers each of 5.24gm/m^ of
chopped strand mat and the final nominal thickness was 3mm. The thick 
face sandwich beams were manufactured using 6 layers each of 5.24 
gm/m^ of chopped strand mat having a final nominal thickness of 
5.25mm.
Three densities (viz. 40,75 and 10okg/m3) of foam material of 
nominal thickness 19mm were used for all the sandwich composite 
construction.
1.6 Analytical Techniques
The sandwich beams were analysed under a three point loading 
system by three techniques, these were:
(a) an experimental procedure,
(b) a finite element method,
(c) a theoretical approach.
The spans varied from 1.2m to 0.2m in length.
The sandwich columns were tested under pin ended and fully fixed 
conditions over lengths varying from 1.025m to 0.325m. A finite 
element analysis and the classical theoretical approach were used to 
calculate the theoretical behaviour of the component under an edgewise 
compressive load.
TABLE 1.1
Comparison of some of the most important mechanical properties 
of unreinforced plastics with traditional structural materials
Material Specific Ultimate Modulus of Coefficiei
Properties gravity tensile elasticity of linear
strength in tension expansion
(MN/m2) (GN/m2) (10-6/oC)
Thermosetting
Polyester 1.28 45-90 2.5-4.0 100-111
Epoxy 1.30 90-110 3.0-7.0 45-65
Phenolic 1.35-1.75 45-59 5.5-8.3 30-45
(with filler)
Thermoplastic
PVC 1.37 58.0 2.4-2.8 50
ABS 1.05 17-62 0.69-2.82 60-130
Nylon 1.13-1.15 48-83 1.03-2.76 80-150
Mild steel 7.8 370-700 210 12-13
Aluminium 2.8 450 70 23
Timber 0.5 74 10 4
(Douglas Fir)
TABLE (1.2)
Grouping for the most common polymers used in the construction
industry.
Thermosetting
Polyester
E^poxy
Polyurethane
Phenolic
Thermoplastic
PVC
Acrylic
Polystrene
TABLE 1.3
Typical mechanical properties of cured polyester 
without filler
Specific gravity
Tensile strength 
Compressive strength 
Impact strength
Modulus of elasticity(tension) 
Elongation at break
Hardness(Rockwell M scale)
Thermal conductivity
Coefficient of linear expansion
Shrinkage
Water absorption 24h at 20°C
1.28
45-90MN/m2 
100-250MN/m2 
1.8-2.4KJ/m2 
2.5-4.0GN/m2 
2%
100-115 
0.2 W/m deg C 
100-110x10”6/deg 
0.005-0.008 
0.15-0.20%
resin
C
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Previous Work
Sandwich construction can be defined as a composite 
consisting of two faces of relatively thin, high-density material 
bonded to a core of relatively thick, low-density material. The 
function of the core is to stabilize the faces, this means that the 
core material supports the faces and enables them to be stressed up to 
their assumed yield stress, whether this stress is a compressive, a 
shear or a combination of the two, without causing buckling before the 
sandwich construction fails as a whole.
The idea of stabilizing the face materials with a low modulus 
core material has been well established. In the middle nineteenth 
century the technique was used in experiments in bridge design and, 
since that time, the idea of using different combinations of materials 
in construction of sandwich systems has increasingly received 
attention.
The serious experimentation in the field of sandwich 
construction was active before the Second World War. Many new
applications were found for sandwich construction, notably in the 
aircraft industry, in housing and in boat building. The face component 
of a sandwich construction, whether, the composite is a beam or column, 
can be manufactured from most engineering materials; it generally has 
a relatively low elastic modulus.
There are various systems which can be used for the 
manufacture of the core, these include :
(a) forming a honeycomb construction,
(b) corrugating the material,
(c) foaming cellular systems.
The construction systems available are:
(1) cellular plastic material (thermoplastic and
thermosetting),
(2) cellular synthetic, or natural rubber,
(3) expanded wood or other fibres with or without resin
binder,
(*!) expanded inorganic material such as glass,
(5) honey-comb aluminum or paper.
Sachs ref.(1) has fully described the various types of construction.
In the past the skin of an aircraft was mainly used as a 
covering for aerodynamic purposes but, with the introduction of 
high-speed flight aerofoils, the skins became thinner and it was 
therefore necessary to use these components for structural purposes in 
the form of a stressed skin system. Because of this the skins increased 
in thickness thus necessitating the use of a greater number of internal 
members to stabilize them. This increased the weight of the structure. 
To overcome this difficulty, lighter but stronger and stiffer frames 
were necessary. One way of achieving this was by introducing a 
combination of skin and core in the form of sandwich construction. The 
first recorded use of sandwich construction for a stressed part of an
aircraft was in 1926 when professor G.T.R Hill used the sandwich 
components in the construction of the upper part of the fuselage of his* 
’Pterodactyl' Aircraft, Mark I, Barwell ref.(2). The core was of balsa 
wood, about 1/8 in thick. This was covered by skins of mahogony 
veneer. The sandwich components were flat and were made up as a 
plywood before erection in the aircraft.
The fuselage of the de Havilland 91 > ’Albatross ’, first 
produced in 1937, was of sandwich construction as was that of the same 
firms ’ Mosquito1 of 1940. The success of this latter machine drew 
widespread attention to the methods used in its construction. Balsa 
wood at that time was the only core material used in service aircraft
in this country. In the late 1940s Chance-Vought Aircraft Division of
the United Aircraft Corporation used aluminium-alloy-balsa sandwich 
construction for all the structure of the XF5U-1 experimental U.S.Navy
fighter. One of the main disadvantages of using this material at that
time was the cost. Gradually, however, many advantages became apparant 
such as lightness, strength and ease of manufacture. Consequently this 
enabled aircraft companies to utilize sandwich construction as opposed 
to the conventional materials. Another main disadvantage to the use of 
sandwich construction in those days was. the lack of sufficient 
fundamental theoretical design criteria, and the lack of understanding 
of the relatively new polymer materials, designs were then largely 
being based upon empirical formula. A severe disadvantage in the early 
nineteen fifties, which still remains today, is the.unreliability of 
bonding the face material to the core and the-difficulty of inspecting 
the joint once the bonding is complete .
Non-destructive testing techniques to investigate the degree 
of bonding should be developed and a research team at the University of 
Bath, U.K., is investigating the whole aspect of this testing method 
for fibre/matrix composites.
In this chapter a review will be made of some of the
experimental and theoretical analyses, which have been completed, to
provide solutions to sandwich construction.
In the original treatment by Euler of the stability of a
column under end load, the separate effect of all types of distortion
of the web, including shear distortion, was neglected. The effect of 
shear distortion had been taken into account by Fisher and Fairthorne,
these authors have been mentioned by Cox in ref. (3), they derived the
formula for the true buckling load. The effect of cross tensile 
deformation of the web was taken into account in a somewhat empirical 
manner by considering each flange as a separate column supported on an 
elastic foundation consisting of half of the web, the centre line of 
the web being assumed to remain straight by virtue of the antisymmetric 
deformation of the two flanges. This approach does not however bring 
out clearly how shear rigidity affects distortion of columns.
Cox ref.(3) investigated the buckling of a column under end
load taking into account deformation of the web by shear and cross
tensile forces by a method slightly more fundamental than that used by 
Fisher and Fairthorne, which avoids the element of empiricism in the 
analysis.
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Cox, in his analysis, confirmed both the Fisher-Fairthorne
formula and the empirical formulae for flange buckling. These formulae 
provide the necessary basis for the design of sandwich construction 
columns, and for the assessment of the practical possibilities of 
structures of this type.
Tye ref.(4) analysed the behaviour of a model column of rigid 
bars and springs to be representative of the 'sandwich* column 
considered by Cox (Cox's column number 475) under end load, and its 
critical load compared with that given by Cox. Fig.(2.1) shows a 
graphical representation of Tye's model column. It is constructed in 
the manner of a sandwich and the flanges of the model are axially 
loaded pin-jointed columns each carrying one half of the total end 
load. These flanges represent the outer laminations of the sandwich. 
The web is represented by inextensible bars, infinitely close together, 
joining the upper and lower flanges. Each bar is jointed to its 
neighbour by a spring, the stiffness of which represents the shear 
stiffness of the filling (core). Lateral deformation of the flanges
causes one web bar to move relative to its neighbour, and the resulting
extension of the web springs induces end loads in the bars which tend 
to stabilise the flange members. Thus the flanges become assumed
columns with a lateral stabilising load.
Hoff and Mautner ref.(5) tested fifty one flat rectangular 
sandwich type panels in edgewise compression with the unloaded edges of 
the panels restrained by V-grooves. The sandwich consisted of prepreg 
faces and a cellular cellulose acetate core. The buckled shape 
consisted of a ripple of short wave length across the panels. The
buckled shape was either symmetric where the two faces bulging out 
symmetrically in sine curves, or skew, where the two faces deflecting 
in the same senses according to sine curves.
Hoff and Mautner ref.(6) derived formulae for calculating the 
deflection of sandwich beams and of the buckling load of sandwich 
columns. Hoff and Mautner pointed out that the classical bending 
theory could not be applied to sandwich construction because the light 
weight core permitted unusually large shearing deformations. In 
addition, there would be the possibility of relative displacement of 
the two faces.
By using the principle of virtual displacement, the authors 
managed to separate the deformations due to different effects and to 
determine the strain energy stored in the facings by extensional 
deformations and by bending about their own axis. In addition they 
determined the shear deformations in the core and the crushing 
deformations of the core; the strain energy due to shear in the faces 
and due to bending in the cores were disregarded.
Extensive investigations have been undertaken, both 
theoretically and experimentally, by U.S.Forest products laboratory, on 
the behaviour of sandwich construction under different conditions of 
loading. Flatwise flexural tests on sandwich beams have been conducted 
by Kuenzi ref.(7). These tests were designed to determined the 
flexural and shear stiffness of the construction, to provide an 
approximate core shear modulus and core shear strength, and to 
determine the moment carrying capacity of the sandwich. These tests
were undertaken on small sandwich specimens. The central deflections 
of Simply supported beams under a point load were measured by dial 
gauge. The experimental deflections were compared with the deflections 
calculated theoretically by using bending theory, but including a term 
for deflection due to shear deformations in the core. Correlation 
between the experimental and theoretical deflections were found to be 
satisfactory. ■Tests on sandwich construction and core materials were 
conducted on the basis of the methods published by American Society for 
Testing Materials and the U.S Department of Defence ref.(8)
Hughes and Wajda ref.(9) investigated experimentally the 
mechanical properties of four kinds of foamed plastics commercially 
produced at various densities for use as core materials in sandwich 
construction. They found that the mechanical properties in the 
direction perpendicular to the rise direction are generally 20-40 % 
lower than those in the rise direction. Graphical relationships were 
given for various foam properties in different directions and different 
densities, but it was not possible to find a mathematical relationship 
between the foam properties and foam density. The investigation also 
included the behaviour of sandwich beams with glass reinforced 
polyester laminate facings subjected to a range of tests under bending 
and buckling. The results were compared with the existing bending 
theory and strain energy method. They found that the faces of 
structural sandwich construction are the primary load carrying 
components. Core properties are of secondary importance and mechanical 
properties of rigid polymer foams are small compared to those of facing 
material.They found that expanded plastics are unlikely to find 
application in high efficiency sandwich structures, but application in
semi-structural building panels with an insulating function are 
possible. However, the recently developed high technology composites 
including the expanded Plasticell materials have shown that this 
statement is incorrect.
Sayigh ref.(10) investigated experimentally the behaviour of 
the components of the sandwich beam in tension, compression and shear. 
Studies of the different adhesives were carried out and the appropriate 
type was selected for bonding the skins to the core. Sayigh used peel 
tests to ensure a good bonding between the skins and the core on a 
small part of the panel. He found that if the adhesive is good the 
skin will separate from the core but the former will be covered by a 
thin layer of core material, however, if the bonding material is not 
adequate the skin surface will be glossy. Sayigh chose six grades of 
Araldite for the test.
These were:
(1) Araldite AY-111 and hardner HY-111
(2) Araldite AY-105 and hardner HY-953 F
(3) Araldite AU-121 and hardner HY-951
(4) Araldite AY-103 and hardner HY-951
(5) Araldite AY-105 and hardner HY-956
(6) Araldite AY-103 and hardner X83/193
He concluded that AY-103 and hardner X83/193, was the only 
combination adequate from the point of view of peel strength and 
flexibility, which enabled it to accomodate itself to large beam 
deformation. The investigation also included the behaviour of sandwich
beams subjected to a range of tests under bending and buckling. The 
results were compared with existing theories (strain energy method) and 
correlation between the experimental and theoretical deflections were 
found to be satisfactory.
Singh ref.(11) showed the results of an experimental and 
theoretical study of the deflection of structural plastics sandwich 
beam construction. He reviewed the basic principles underlying the 
construction of structural sandwich elements and also discussed the 
properties of the materials utilised in the making of sandwich beams 
for testing in bending .
A detailed discussion of the existing theories for the 
evaluation of the deflection of the sandwich beam under three point 
loading was given. Firstly, the deflection of a simply supported beam 
under a mid-point concentrated load was calculated on the basis of the 
ordinary theory of bending, taking into account the components of 
deflection due to bending and due to shearing deformation in the core. 
Deflection due to shear was found to be the predominant component of 
the overall deflection of a sandwich beam having a short span and weak 
core material. Other approaches to the calculation of deflection are 
based on the strain energy methods applied to the solutions of the 
problem of bending of a sandwich beam.
The face material of the beam was made from glass -fibre 
reinforced chopped strand mat polyester laminate and the core consisted 
of expanded polyurethane foam material. The beams were made in the 
laboratory by the hand lay up process. They were subjected to a
three-point loading test and the correlations between the experimental 
and theoretical deflections were assembled. A relative comparison of 
the deflections calculated from all the above material methods has been 
shown in the form of curves.
Sin ref.(12) utilised the analytical and experimental 
determination of deflection and stress distributions in structural 
plastic sandwich contruction. In the analytical methods, several 
assumptions were made using the strain energy method, and the results 
obtained were compared with those produced by experiments for varying 
facing thickness. The results showed good agreement between 
experimental and theoretical approaches. Investigation into the 
deflections and mode of failure, under the three point loading 
condition, of sandwich beams constructed from chopped strand mat 
reinforced polyester resin and a core material of expanded polyvinyl 
chloride were also given.
Mai ref.(13) evaluated the engineering performance of 
sandwich panels with an expanded polystyrene foam core and steel or 
aluminum faces. Such panels were used in semistructural building 
applications with an insulating function. Bending and compression 
experiments were conducted on these panels in the laboratory and their 
results were shown to conform in general to design values determined by 
current building codes and commercial practices. In edgewise 
compression tests, failure by column buckling did not occur and 
localised face wrinkling was the usual failure mode. The adhesion 
between the polystyrene core and the metal skin, as well as the 
location of the polystyrene joint in the panel, are shown to have
significant effects on ther integral performance of the sandwich panels.
Allen ref.(14) analysed theoretically the behaviour of 
sandwich beams and columns under bending and buckling loads using 
bending theory, taking into account deflection due to bending and 
deflection due to shear. He has taken the analysis of sandwich beams a 
step further and has shown that it depends upon three non-dimensional 
parameters. These are:
(a) Dj./D(the ratio of the face stiffness to the total 
stiffness of the sandwich),
(b) D/L^Dg(the ratio of the total flexural stiffness 
to the product of the shear stiffness and the square of the span),
(c) L.j/L(the ratio of the length of overhang and length
of beam).
He has shown that the total deflection due to bending and 
shear at the centre of the beam carrying a single point load and having 
an overhang is:
A=(w L3/48D) + (wL/4DQ)[i - Df/D]2S1
A further discussion of this equation with its implications is given in 
chapter 3.
A1 Khayatt ref.(15) studied the development of the glass 
fibre reinforced plastics for structural uses in civil engineering 
construction. The first stage of his research was primarily concerned 
with the design of g.r.p. laminates. A cold setting, pressure
moulding technique was developed which proved to be efficient in 
reducing the void content in the composite and minimising the
exothermic effect due to curing. The effect of fibre content and fibre 
arrangement on strength and stiffness of the composite was studied and 
the maximum amount of fibre content that could be reached by the 
adopted type of moulding technique was determined. He introduced 
steel-wire "Sheets" into the g.r.p. composites, to take advantage of 
high modulus of steel wire and to improve the g.r.p. stiffness. The 
experimental observation agreed reasonably well with the theoretical 
prediction.
A1 Khayatt studied the design of g.r.p beams. The
investigation began by finding the optimum cross-section for a g.r.p. 
beam. The cross section which was developed was a thin walled 
corrugated section which showed higher stiffness than other 
cross-sections for the same cross sectional area (i.e.box, I, and
rectangular section). The simple bending theory was used in the beam
design and proved to be satisfactory in predicting the stresses and 
deflections.
Ishakian ref.(16) investigated g.r.p. skeletal/continuum 
systems which were connected only at nodal points. The theoretical 
analysis was undertaken by finite element technique which provided a 
linear and a stability analysis of skeletal/continuum g.r.p. space 
structures. The analytical procedure involved the combination of the 
stiffness matrix, of the line element representing a two ended skeletal 
member in space of six degrees of freedom per node, and a rectangular 
plate element of four nodes and compatible degrees of freedom per node
with the line element. Small scale models were manufactured from 
perspex materials and were tested. These were undertaken mainly to 
verify the theoretical analysis. All g.r.p. models were tested to 
failure to investigate experimentally the buckling characteristics of 
the composite systems. The results were compared with the buckling 
loads predicted theoretically.
It was concluded that the theoretical method satisfactorily 
predicted the linear behaviour of skeletal/continuum systems as well as 
the stability behaviour of such systems and the buckling loads of the 
composites.
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CHAPTER 3
Analytical and Theoretical Techniques
3.1 Sandwich Theory
3.1.1 Introduction
A structural sandwich is a laminar construction comprising of 
two thin, strong and dense outer layers, denoted as the facing material 
bonded with an adhesive layer to either side of a thick and light 
weight inner layer of a weaker nature, designated as the core. The aim 
of such a construction is to space the facings far apart in order to 
obtain a high moment of inertia of the cross-section, thus obtaining 
high strength and stiffness. Since the elastic modulus of the core is 
usually very low compared with that of the facings, almost the entire 
direct compressive and tensile loads are carried by the facings, while 
the core carries shear loads. The core must be of sufficient strength 
to maintain the distance between the facings and also to keep them 
flat.
Since the building of the Mosquito fighter bomber during the 
Second World War, the development of sandwich construction for aircraft 
structures has advanced considerably. The development of sandwich 
construction in the building industry, however, has lagged behind the 
aircraft industry, mainly because there are already many suitable 
building materials and building forms in existence. In addition the 
structural requirements of buildings are less demanding than those of 
aircraft structures. The applications of sandwich construction in 
building structures is naturally tending towards prefabrication where
high strength/weight and stiffness/weight ratios, are not critical 
although highly desirable.
With the improvement in the properties and durability of 
various polymers, the use of g.r.p. in structural applications in 
buildings has increased considerably in the last few years. The range 
of applications has been extended from a single skin structure, for 
roofs, to its use in cladding and other forms of external fabric. With 
the recent demand for energy conservation and higher thermal resistance 
requirements, sandwich construction, with a light weight foam core 
material which not only provides the rigidity but also satisfies the 
thermal insulation properties of a building component, is extensively 
used in modern day buildings.
3.2 Deflection of a Sandwich Beam    _ r _
The bending theory^Allen ref. (14) was used to find out the
deflection of a simply supported beam with a central point load.
The deflection of a sandwich beam is made up of two 
components, one due to bending deflection and one due to shear 
deflection.
The theory is based on the supposition that the 
cross-sections which are plane and perpendicular to the longitudinal 
axis of the unloaded beam remain so when bending takes place. This 
assumption is not strictly valid in the case of very light weight foam 
materials where relative displacement of the facings can occur due to 
compression of the core. Fig.(3.1) shows the components of the 
deflections of a sandwich beam with a central point load.
3.3 Flexural Stiffness
The flexural stiffness of a sandwich beam is given by the
following equation and is illustrated in fig.(3.2)
D=Efbt3/6 + Efbtd2/2 + Ecbc3/12 Eq.(3.1)
The first and third terms on the right hand side represent 
the stiffness of the faces and the core respectively, associated with 
bending about their own centroidal axis and the second term is the 
stiffness of the face material refered to the centroidal axis of the 
entire section. In practical sandwiches the second term is dominant 
and invariably the first term is of a magnitude less than 1$ of the 
second thus,
3(d/t)2 >100 Eq.(3.2)
The error introduced by neglecting the first term is, 
therefore, negligible provided d/t >5.77. The third term generally
amounts to less than 1% and can therefore be neglected when the
condition becomes:
6 (Ef/Ec )(t/c)(d/c)2 >100 Eq.(3.3)
is satisfied.
Thus'the stiffness of the sandwich beam is reduced to:
D=CEf)(btd2/2> Eq.(3.4)
3.4 Stresses in a Sandwich Beam
3.4.1 Introduction
The strength of a structural sandwich construction is usually 
determined by the ability of the facings to resist the tensile and 
compressive stresses and of the ability of the core and adhesive to 
resist the shear stresses.
Under three-point loading, the transverse load applied to the 
sandwich beam may cause failure of the construction by:
(1) shearing failure in the core,'
(2) shearing of the bond between facings and the core,
(3) direct tension or compression failure of the facings,
(4) wrinkling of the face at the position of the application 
of the load or the reaction.
3.4.2 Bending & Shear Stresses
For a sandwich beam with overall width b and other dimensions 
as shown in fig. (3.3), the mean tensile or compression stresses due 
to a bending moment M can be obtained as:
^ M h / ^ I  Eq. (3.5)
Fig.(3.4) shows the actual tensile and compressive stresses 
across a section of the sandwich beam .
The shear stress distribution in a sandwich beam is 
illustrated in fig.(3.5) and is obtained by using the equation:
*;=(Q/Db) £(SE) Eq. (3.6)
Where
SE=area stiffness moment for each component part about 
the nautral axis of the section.
In this expression D is the flexural rigidity of the entire 
section and £(SE) represents the products of S and E for all the 
different parts of the section for which Z >Z^
The value of£(SE) to determine the shear stress at level Z 
in the core of the sandwich under consideration is given below:
£  (SE)=Efbtd/2 + (Ecb/2)(c/2-z)(c/2+z) Eq.(3.7)
The shear stress in the core, can therefore be evaluated by
substituting eq.(3.7) in eq.(3.6) which finally reduces to:
't=(Q/D){(Eftd/2) + Ec/2((c2/4) - z2)} Eq.(3.8)
As similar to that of eq.(3.8) can readily be developed to 
determine the shear stress in the faces of the sandwich. A complete 
shear stress distribution has been diagramatically represented in 
fig.(3.5a), the ratio of the maximum core shear stressCat z=0)to the 
minimum core shear stress (at Z=+c/2) is given by the equation:
^ c W ^ e W * 1 + ( E0/Ef)C1/it)c2/td) Eq. (3.9)
This expression is within 11 of unity provided
4(Ef/Ec)(t/c)(d/c) >100 Eq.(3.10)
The above equation simplifies the whole problem of the determination of 
shear stress over the thickness of the sandwich which Allen ref.(14) 
has summed up as follows:
"If condition (3.10) is satisified, the shear stress may be 
assumed constant over the thickness of the core. Because d/c is 
usually near to unity, conditions (3.3) and (3.10) are roughly similar 
in effect. It may therefore be concluded that where a core is too weak 
to provide a significant contribution to the flexural rigidity of the 
sandwich, the shear stress may be assumed constant over the depth of 
the core" The resulting expression for the determination of the 
constant shear stress in the core assuming its elastic modulus Ec=0
in the expression (3.8) which finally reduces to:
t=(Q/D)(Eftd/2) Eq.(3-11)
The nature of the shear distribution has been shown clearly 
in figure(3.5b). If the local bending stiffness of the faces about 
their own centroidal axis as well as the value of the elastic modulus 
of the core are both neglected then the expression (3.1) reduces to the 
equation (3.4).
Taking the value of the bending rigidity of the entire 
section as given by the eq.(3.4), the shear stress distribution reduces 
to the following very simple form:
t=Q/bd Eq.(3.12)
The shear stress distribution given by eq.(3.12) is also 
illustrated in fig.(3.5c). The difference in the shear stress 
distribution represented by the fig.(3.5a) and fig.(3.5c) is that in 
the latter the variation of shear stress is uniform; which shows that 
the shear stress varies on the faces with depth in a linear manner and 
not according to a parabolic form.
3.5 Characteristic Behaviour of Sandwich Beams
The deflections of beams manufactured from low modulus of 
elasticity materials are a function of the deflection due to bending 
moment and the deflection due to shear. Thus the total deflection/1, 
of a beam under a system of loads is:
Aj=deflection due to bending moment and usually known as 
the primary deflection,
^rdef lection due to shear and usually known as the 
secondary deflection.
The total deflection for a simply supported sandwich beam 
with a point load acting at midspan and overhang as shown in
fig.(3.6), is:
Df is the stiffness of the face materials about their own 
centroidal axis,
Eq.(3.13)
where
A t=(wL3/48D) + (wL/4DQ) [1 - Df/D]2 S Eq.(3.14)
where
Dq is the shear stiffness of the core material. This is 
defined as the shear force which must be applied to the beam to produce 
a unit slope in the secondary mode of deformation,
S.j is a dimensionless coefficient which depends only on 
Df/D, D/L2Dq, iyL.
Sl = (1 - (sinh0 + B.j (1 - cosh0))/0) Eq.(3.15)
where
B-j = (sinh0 - (1 - cosh0 )tanh0 )/(sinh0 tanh0 + cosh0 ) Eq. (3-16)
0=1/2 [(D/L2DQ)(Df/D)(1 - Df/D>3 ~ U Z  Eq.(3.17)
0 = 2 0 L 1/l Eq. (3.18)
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (3.14) is 
the deflection^ 0f an ordinary simply-supported beam with a central 
point load. Consequently the ratio of the deflection of a sandwich 
beam to the deflection of an ordinary beam of the same dimensions is:
+- (12D/L2Dq) [1 - Df/D]2 S|- (=r i ,say) Eq.(3.19)
For a given beam in which I^/l is fixed, this expression
involves only Df/D and D/L2DQ . Fig.(3.7) shows a typical
relationship between r1 and D/L2DQ for a sandwich beam, utilising a
foam core material (density 75 kg/m3) relevant to the present study
in which D^/d =.006 and L^/L=0. The curve represents a
transition between two extreme situations. At the extreme left, £where 
2 \D/L d q <.01j r-| approaches unity. This implies that the span L is large
and the deflection of the beam is close to
A t=(wL3/H8D) Eq.(3.20)
The deformation is almost wholly in the primary mode. At the 
extreme right, D/L2DQ >1000, r1 approaches the value D/Df.
This implies that when the span L is very short the deflection 
approaches the value
act as two independent beams and the deformation is almost wholly in 
the secondary mode.
In the intermediate, region (.01< D/L2Dq< 1000) the
deformation is a mixture of the primary and secondary modes and the
stresses in the beam are correspondingly complicated. Although the
deflections can be calculated from the equation (3.14), simplification
is possible if tends to unity and D/D^ tends to zero. These
2condition will be satisfied if D/L Dq are very small. Thus
At/A =D/Df
or
A t=(WL3/M8Df) Eq.(3.21)
Clearly this is the deflection which occurs when the faces
A =(wL3A8D + wL/4Dn)
t Q
Eq.(3.22)
This is the standard expression for the deflection of a sandwich beam 
with thin faces.
3.6 Buckling of Sandwich Columns with Thin Faces
The analysis of the compressive behaviour of pin ended 
sandwich columns under edgewise loading may be undertaken in much the 
same way as that for Euler buckling loads in isotropic homogeneous 
columns ref.(14). The only difference is that in the sandwich analysis 
the additional displacement associated with the core shear deformation 
has to be included. Thus, the critical load of the sandwich is:
W < 1 + Pe/AGc>
2
Pe= %  D/L2
where
D=flexural rigidity. This has been given 
derived in ref.(14),
Pc=critical load,
P0=Euler load,
L=length of the column,
Gc=Modulus of rigidity of core material,
A=bd,
b=width of the sandwich beam, 
d=depth of the sandwich beam.
F°r Gc >0, Pc >Pe, and for Gc small P0 A<
Eq.(3.23)
Eq.(3.24)
in eq.(3.4) and
Go-
For a sandwich column with fixed ends, the critical load is
modified to
Pc=4pe/(1 + Eq. (3.25)
A sandwich column subjected to compressive end loads may fail 
in a number of different modes, which may be grouped into:
(a) general buckling failure,
(b) core failure,
(c) face dimpling,
(d) face wrinkling.
Fig.(3.8) shows the different modes of failure.
If the direct compression is assumed to be taken by the
facing only, the critical facing stress ( ° is given by:
°rf=Pc/2bt Eq. (3.26)
3.7 Finite Element Analysis
The analysis of sandwich beams with a central point load and
sandwich columns with edgewise compresive load have been undertaken
using the finite element technique by considering the component
materials which make up the construction as:
(1) a combination of the face materials, in the form of a 
continuum plate, and of the core material, which approximates to a 
skeletal system, as shown in fig.(3.9) and fig.(3.10),
(2) a combination of the face and core materials, which
approximates to skeletal members,
(3) a combination of the face material and the core material 
which approximate to plate elements of 1mm width as shown in fig.(3.11)
In the first idealisation the analysis assumes that the 
elastic continuum of both faces of the sandwich beams and the columns 
is approximated to an assemblage of finite elastic plate elements, 
which are interconnected at a discrete number of nodal points situated 
on their boundaries and the core materials are approximated to an 
assemblage of skeletal members of rectangular cross section 
interconnected at discrete number of nodal points along the rise 
direction and connected to the face material through the adhesive
material which is also represented by skeletal members. These connect 
the horizontal centre lines of the upper and lower faces to the 
skeletal core.
In the second idealization, the sandwich beams are
represented by an assemblage of skeletal members of g.r.p. inter­
connected at a discrete number of nodal points. The core material is 
approximated by an assembla ge of skeletal members, similar to that 
described for the first idealization, which are interconnected at a
discrete number of nodal points along the rise direction and connected 
to the face material through the adhesive which is also represented as 
a skeletal member, connecting the upper and lower faces with the core.
The direct stiffness method is used for the formulation of
the stiffness matrix of the structure by combining the stiffness
matrices of all the line and plate elements. For the overall stiffness
matrix to have a solution, when the two types of elements have been
combined, compatability should exist for each degree of freedom at the
nodes. The line element used in this work is that of a two ended
member in space, having six degrees of freedom per node(three
translational and three rotational). Consequently, the plate element
in space should have six degrees of freedom per node. The
y\
displacements of these nodal points are the basic unl^ bwn parameters, A 
static loading problem is reduced to the solution of a set of
simultaneous equations:-
{P}=[K]{d} Eq.(3.27)
where
{d}=vector of all nodal displacements,
{P}=vector of statically equivalent applied nodal loads, 
acting on the nodes,
[K]=stiffness matrix of the finite element model.
Equation (3.27) contains the required equilibrium condition 
throughout the structure. The finite element computer program used in 
the present investigation was developed by Ishakian ref.(16). The 
relevent outline has been given in the appendix A and will not be 
discussed in the main body of this thesis.
3.8 Types of Elements used in the Current Investigation
The rectangular element used in combination with the line 
element was developed by Scordelis, ref.(17). The rectangular element 
was used by Scordelis for the analysis of a continuous box girder 
bridge. The element contains the displacement functions and the 
stiffness matrices for both inplane stress and out of plane bending 
action. This results in six degrees of freedom per node which are 
compatible with those of the line element and suitable for analysis of 
skeletal/continuum space structures.
3.9 Size of the Structures Analysed
Since the sandwich beams and columns analysed in the present 
investigation were symmetrical, advantage was taken of the line of 
symmetry, thus reducing the computer storage data requirements 
considerably. It was convenient to use rectangular elements and, in 
order to satisfy symmetry, model joints in the plane of symmetry were 
constrained in the necessary directions.
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CHAPTER 4
Fabrication, Experimental Techniques
4.1 Introduction
The object of this chapter is to discuss the fabrication 
technique and mechanical properties of the face materials. The 
mechnical properties of foam materials of various densities are also 
determined, in order to compare them with the manufacturer’s value. In 
addition,.the load-deformation characteristics of a series of sandwich 
beams and columns are ascertained. These characteristics are then 
compared to those predicted by the theory which has been discussed in 
chapter 3.
4.2 Method of Manufacturing of the Face Material (g.r.p.)
The technique used for the manufacturing of the face material 
(g.r.p.) in this project was the hand lay-up method. In this 
technique only one mould is used, this may be either male or female. 
Most materials are suitable for mould making, but probably the most 
common one is g.r.p. A suitable timber master pattern is prepared and 
from this a g.r.p. mould is made. G.r.p. laminates are then laid up 
on this mould . Fig.(4.1) shows the hand lay-up operation, using a 
chopped strand mat and polyester resin; the fibre^matrix ratio by 
weight is generally in the range of 30—50%. To prevent bonding of the 
g.r.p. components to the mould, a release agent is applied to it and 
then allowed to dry before any lay-up is undertaken.
4.3 Testing Equipment
The testing equipment used for the compression, tension and 
shear tests are described in the following sections:
(a) Instron Universal Testing Machine.
The Instron testing machine has a moving cross head operated 
by two vertical drive screws from a servo-controlled drive mechanism 
through which the load is applied. The machine is equipped with both 
compression and tension load cells, and before testing commences it is 
necessary to calibrate the loading mechanism by applying standard 
weights to the load cells. The accuracy of the load measuring system 
is independent of the range in use and is of the order of 0.5 percent. 
The load and extension measuring devices of this particular machine are 
calibrated according to the metric system. The load signal from the 
load cell operates a Leeds and Northrup high speed potentiometer 
recorder, which causes the pen of the recorder to move through a 
distance proportional to the magnitude of the applied load. A small 
gear box is built into the potentiometer recorder for driving a chart 
synchronously at a variety of speed ratios with respect to the 
crosshead, thus enabling measurings of extension and compression to be 
made with a range of magnification factors.
(b) T20K Tensile Testing Machine (Jay-Jay Equipment)
The T20K consists of a fixed and a moving cross head. The 
machine is capable of applying only tensile force and a compression 
cage has to be used to enable a compression specimen to be tested, in 
this case the load applied to the edge is a tensile one. The moving
cross head is driven by two parallel lead screws which are rotated by
two electric motors. The speed of these motors is very accurately 
controlled by an electronic thyristor drive unit, enabling the speed to 
be altered at the turn of a switch without any gear changing. The T20K 
is operated through load cells which are pre-calibrated thus providing 
direct readings onto two meters situated on the equipment. These 
meters give the instantaneous applied tensile load and the
instantaneous displacement. The Jay-Jay fX-Y’ recorder provides hard 
copies of the tests taken.
4.4 Testing Techniques and the Mechanical Properties of the Face
MateriaKg.r .p.)
Tests were performed on coupon specimens to establish values 
of the mechanical properties of the face material. The following 
properties of the material were determined:
(a) modulus of elasticity in bending,
(b) flexural strength,
(c) compressive strength-.
(a) Modulus of Elasticity in Bending
Rectangular cross section coupons were cut from the g.r.p. 
laminates manufactured by the hand-lay up technique in the structural
plastics laboratory. These specimens were tested in four point 
loading. Fig.(4.2) shows the loading set-up for the test where the 
span is of length 'L' and the lever arm distance is ’a’. The 
deflection was taken at the centre point of the, span by means of a dial 
gauge set at the centre point. Incremental loads were applied to the 
specimens, and a set of load-deflection readings were obtained. 
Load-deflection relationships were plotted to determine the modulus of 
elsticity of the face material.
(b) Flexural Strength
Flexural coupons of rectangular cross-section were cut from 
the g.r.p. sheets of 3mm and 4.7mm. Six g.r.p. samples of both 
thicknesses were tested using a three point bending test, as shown in 
fig.(4.3). The testing apparatus to determine the flexural strength of 
g.r.p. is shown in fig.(4.4).
The load was applied through cylindrical surfaces using the 
Instron testing machine and the specimen was deflected until failure 
occurred in the outer fibres. The loading equipment was manufactured 
in the structural plastics laboratory and was designed to the 
specification given in ref.(18). The radii of the loading roller and 
the support roller were 5mm and 3.175mm respectively.
(c) Compression Strength
Coupons of rectangular cross-sections were cut from the 
g.r.p. sheets of two different thicknesses of 3.0mm and 5.11mm. Two 
parallel strips of aluminium of 10mm wide, 2mm thickness and 60mm long 
were bonded to both ends of the specimen to allow it to be gripped in 
the compression equipment, as is shown in fig.(4.5) . Extreme accuracy 
of alignment of the grips is necessary to ensure axial alignment of the 
load. The compression load was applied using the Instron testing 
machine described in section (4.3) . The equipment used to measure the 
compression strength is shown in fig.(4.6) and was recommended by 
ref.(18). The compression load was applied uniformly to failure.
4.5 Testing Technique and the Mechanical Properties of the Core 
Materials.
to be evaluated, specimens were cut from the 19.0mm thick sheet by 
hand. The density of the foam was also determined. The properties
and for each type fifteen samples were tested and the values obtained 
were compared with those of the manufacturer’s values. The testing 
equipment used for these tests was that described in section (4.3) The 
techniques used for bonding the .test specimens to their loading 
fixtures is given in the following sections. The following properties 
of the core material were determined:
To enable values of compression, flatwise tension and shear
were obtained on the three different density foams
(a) density,
(b) compression,
(c) flatwise tension,
(d) shear,
(e) modulus of elasticity in bending.
(a) Density Tests
This method covers the procedure for determining the
densities of different grades of foam materials for use as core 
material in structural sandwich construction and allows a comparison to 
be made with the values obtained from the manufacturer’s literature. 
The density calculations were performed by weighing the coupons and 
measuring their dimensions by means of a micrometer screw gauge.
(b) Compression Test
This section describes the method used to determine the
compressive properties of expanded Plasticell thermoplastics foam for 
use as core materials in structural sandwich construction. The value 
of the compressive modulus of elasticity was determined in directions 
normal and parallel to the plane of the face material corresponding to 
the position of the foam core in a sandwich beam corresponding to the 
directions T and L. The modulus of elasticity determined from the
tests are denoted by subscripts T and L respectively. In the 
preparation of the specimens care was taken to ensure that the loaded 
ends were plane and parallel to each other and perpendicular to the
sides of the specimen. The rates of loading of specimens were
1mm/minute as used by Permali test method ref.(19)
The compression specimens were placed between two machined 
flat steel plates, each 6.35mm thick, to ensure that the load was
applied as uniformly as possible over the entire loaded area. In this
state the specimens were centrally placed between the faces of the
compression cage as shown in fig.(4.7). After selecting a suitable 
load range and a rate of speed of 1mm/minute, the load was applied at 
the top end of the specimen through the moving cross-head of the T20K 
tensile testing machine and the displacements were recorded. Five 
specimens of each grade of material of cross section 25x25mm and 19mm 
thick were tested in the T-direction. In addition, five specimens of 
each grade were tested in the L-direction.
(c) Flat Wise-Tension Test
This test is used to determine the tensile properties of 
expanded Plasticell thermoplastic foam for use as core material in 
sandwich construction. The modulus of elasticity was determined in 
directions normal to the plane of the facings as the foam core would be 
placed in a sandwich beam. The foam specimen was bonded between two 
steel plates of 25x25mm cross-sectional area and 11.0mm thickness. The 
minimum cross sectional area of the foam materials should be 625mm and 
12mm thickness as recommended by ASTM ref.(20). The two steel plates 
were attached to a universal joint by threaded joints which were 
screwed into the centre of the steel plates. The universal rods were 
attached to the moving cross-head of the Jay-Jay machine. The load was 
applied to the specimen at a constant rate of 1mm/minute. Fig.(4.8) 
shows the tension test for expanded PVC thermoplastic foam undertaken 
in the Jay-Jay testing machine.
(d) Shear Test
Two methods of determining the shear modulus of expanded 
Plasticell thermoplastic foam will be discussed here. These are:
(a) indirect method,
(b) torque method.
(a) Indirect Method
The shear properties are determined where shear distortions 
occur in the planes defined by directions L and W of fig. (4.9). Three 
specimens of thickness 19mm in the T direction, of width 50.8mm in the 
W direction and length 182.88mm in the L direction were cut from each 
type of foam slab and inspected to ensure that the surfaces to be 
bonded were plane and parallel to each other. The specimen was bonded 
between two steel plates of 12.7mm thick which were displaced relative 
to each other during testing by using a thin layer of epoxide resin
adhesive. The adhesive was cured under light pressure at room
tempreture for 24 hours. The face plates were secured to plate hinges, 
which in turn were connected into the tension side of the testing
machine through special fittings as shown in fig.(4.9). the lower
fitting was connected directly to the crosshead of the testing machine, 
whilst the upper fitting was connected through a universal joint into 
the tension cell.
The specimen was positioned on the face plates so that the 
line of action of the tensile forces passed through diagonally opposite 
corners of the specimen. Consequently, the apparatus does not produce 
pure shear. The size of the specimen was determined by its thickness 
and this in turn was determined by the size of slab-stock supplied by
the manufacturer’s, consequently the ASTM specimen dimension could not 
be achieved. The tensile force F applied to the specimen has two 
components, these are:
(1) force of magnitude Fcos0 acting parallel to the face
plate,
(2) force of magnitude Fsin0perpendicular to the face plate. 
These are shown in fig.(4.10). The force Fcos 0 are those which 
produce the theoretical pure shear distortions in the material and from 
which shear stresses are calculated. The forces Fsin 0 are 
distributed, in some way, over the plate and tend to pull the faces 
apart. The magnitude of these secondary forces depends on the angle
of inclination of the face plates to the vertical, which in turn is 
governed by the length and thickness of the specimen if a small angle 
is used, the perpendicular force will be small.
It was desirable to test under continuously applied load; 
this was possible as during tests, the load-deformation data was 
automatically recorded on the chart recorder of the testing machine. 
The extension was measured using a dial gauge and the movable cross 
head was driven at a constant speed of 5mm/minute.
Fig.(4.11) shows the shear apparatus in the testing machine.
The values of shear modulus for the three different foams were 
determined.
(b) Torque Method
Fig.(4.12) shows the arrangement for the determination of the 
modulus of rigidity for expanded Plasticell thermoplastic foam 
materials. A torque of T.r is applied at one end of the cylindrical 
coupon of length L causing a rotation of angle 0 to take place along 
the longitudinal length of the specimen. This angle was determined by 
means of a circular scale measured in degrees. The test coupons, of 
different densities, were machined into a cylindrical shape on a lathe 
and a concentric hole was drilled through the longitudinal length of 
the specimen. This enabled it to be fixed to the apparatus and prevent 
any longitudinal moment being applied to it whilst under the torque 
load . The values of shear modulus for the three different foams were 
determined.
(e) Modulus of Elasticity in Bending
A beam of rectangular cross-section was cut from the foam 
slab stock and was tested in a four point loading condition. The 
central deflection was measured using a dial gauge. A load-deflection 
curve was plotted to determine the modulus of elasticity of the foam.
4.6 Preparation of the Sandwich Beams
Two different thicknesses of g.r.p. laminates were used to 
manufacture the sandwich beams of equal face thickness. The different 
thicknesses were 3mm and 5.25mm. Three different core densities were 
used, thus making six geometrically different constructions. The face 
materials of the sandwich beams were manufactured in the departmental
laboratory by the hand-lay up technique, and these were then cut to 
approximate size. The core material was also cut to the approximate 
size of the finished beam and the three components were bonded together 
using polyester resin (Crystic 405). The completed beam was then cut 
to size.
4.7 Sandwich Beams under Bending Loads
The theoretical analysis of the sandwich beams depends on an 
accurate measurement of the quantities of bending rigidity of the 
sandwich beam (D) and bending rigidity of the faces (Df) and shear 
rigidity of the core (Dq ). The face material is assumed to be 
homogenous and isotropic. The value of the bending rigidity (D) was 
found experimentally as discussed in section 4.5e using a four point 
bending test. The shear stiffness(Dq )t is the product of the shear 
modulus of rigidity (G) of the core and the area of the core(bd). The 
mechanical properties determined experimentally for the face and core 
materials have been used in the finite element analysis. To 
investigate the effect of the span length on the deflection and strain 
characteristics of sandwich beams, the above mentioned six 
geometrically different sandwich beams were tested under bending 
conditions. During the loading cycle the strains and deflections of 
these beams at mid span were noted. No allowance was made for creep 
during these tests. The experimental values were compared with those 
for the theoretical analysis, the equations of which have been given in 
section 3.5, no strain values in the core material were taken. 
Fig.(4.13) shows a sandwich beam under bending in the Instron testing 
machine.
4.8 General Buckling of a Sandwich Column
This mode of buckling is normally known as the quasi-Euler 
buckling mode, and is generally associated with medium and long 
columns, as the load on the column increases from zero the lateral 
deflection of the centre increases very slowly until the load is close 
to the critical one, when the deflection increases very rapidly for 
only small increases in external applied load until the maximum load is 
reached at which point the column fails. In the present investigation 
two types of end conditions were studied viz.
(a) pin ended,
(b) fix ended.
These simplified the experimental procedure and provided a direct 
comparison with the theories already discussed in chapter 3.
(a) Pin Ended
Three specimens of each of five different lengths of sandwich 
columns, were tested (viz. 325,425,575,885,1025mm). Each column had a 
face thickness of 3mm and core thickness of 19mm. Three different core 
densities were investigated. The Instron tensile testing machine was 
set-up to apply the compressive loads as shown in fig.(4.14). For each 
test the lateral deflection of the sandwich column was noted. The 
results were then plotted and compared with those obtained from the 
simple theory analysis and finite element technique.
(b) Fix Ended
The fix ended specimens had the same geometric specification
as those for the pin ended columns. The strain gauges were attached to
both faces of the sandwich columns and for each test the lateral
deflections and the longitudinal strains were noted. Fig.(4.15)
-Pt'xcd
shows a sandwich column with fix—en<Jed under testing in the Instron 
testing machine.
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion of Experimental and Analytical Results
Section a: Properties of Individual Components (,TUmp vtoitwvt.
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5.1 Face Materials
The properties of the g.r.p. face material were defined by the
following quantities:
(1) flexural modulus,
(2) flexural strength,
(3) compressive strength.
(1) Flexural Modulus
The relationship between the bending load applied to the
g.r.p. composite and the central deflection was found to be a straight
line as shown in fig.(5.1). The modulus of elasticity in bending was
found to be equal to 106l9.0N/mm^. The formula used to determine
this value is given in appendix B.
(2) Flexural Strength
The flexural strength is defined as the maximum strength in
the outer fibres of the specimen at the moment of failure. Six g.r.p. 
samples of 3mm and of 4.7mm thickness were tested and average values of
o P Coc
137.0N/mm^ and 143.36N/mnr were obtained with a standor-d-
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Variation of 8.355. The reason for the differonco- in these two average 
values could be due to small variations in the volume fraction of the 
glass in the two sets of specimens which could have occured during the 
manufacture of the hand laminated composites. The formula used to 
calculate the flexural strength of the composite is given in appendix
(3) Compressive Strength
The longitudinal compressive strength is equal to the maximum 
stress obtained at failure under compressive load. Six g.r.p. samples 
of 3mm thickness and six samples of 5.11mm thickness of g.r.p. 
composite , cut from the same plate as the sandwich face material, were 
tested. Values of 208.0N/mm^ and 217.0N/mm^ with standard 
deviation of 3% and' 8.33% respectively were obtained,again, the 
differences were probably due to small variations in the volume 
fraction of glass between the samples. Appendix B gives the formula 
used.
5.2 Low Density Core-Materials
The properties of low density core-materials were defined by the 
following quantities:
(1) density,
(2) compressive modulus,
(3) compressive strength,
(4) tensile modulus,
(5) tensile strength,
(6) shear modulus,
(7) shear strength.
5.2.1 Density
The material was obtained from the Permali Ltd. Gloucester,U.K. It 
was found that the mechanical properties of the low density core 
materials were affected by the density of the material.
5.2.2 Compressive Test
Fig.(5.2) shows a typical relationship between the 
compressive load applied and the longitudinal deflection obtained for 
expanded Plasticell foam materials under compression
The variation of compressive moduli with density is shown in 
fig.(5.3). It can been seen that expanded Plasticell foam materials 
show different properties for the rise and the longitudinal directions 
and it has been shown that there is less variation for the foam density 
of 40kg/m3 compared with the other two densities tested. Fig.(5.3) 
also shows that the manufacturer*s values and the compressive 
properties in the rise direction have the greatest values.
The variation of compressive strength with density is shown 
in fig.(5.4). It can be seen that expanded Plasticell foam materials 
show different properties in the rise direction and the longitudinal 
direction. It also shows that there is less variation with the foam 
density of 75V-kg/m3 than with the other two densities. 
Table (5.1) and table (5.2) show the experimental results for the 
compressive modulus of elasticity (Et and E-^ ) together with the 
manufacturer’s values.
5.2.3 Flat Wise Tension Test
Fig.(5.5) shows the relationship between modulus of 
elasticity in tension and density and as would be expected the modulus 
increases as the density increases. Experimental values of the modulus 
of elasticity in tension for the three densities considered are shown 
in table (5.3). These were obtained using load deflection
relationship; a typical graph is shown in fig.(5.6). From section
5.2.2 and the current section it will be seen that the tensile values 
are greater than those in compression and as shown in fig. (5.7).
Fig.(5.8) shows the linear relationship between the tensile 
strength for the foam material with the density.
5.2.4 Shear Test
The load applied to the shear specimen plotted against shear 
deformation for expanded Plasticell foam materials using the indirect 
and torque methods are shown in fig.(5.9) and fig.(5.10) respectively. 
From these graphs the shear moduli were found for different foam 
densities. The variation of shear strength with density is shown in 
fig.(5.11). It is seen that the shear strength is increasing with 
increase of density according to a square law. Fig.(5.12) shows the 
comparison between shear modulus for different densities of expanded 
Plasticell foam materials using the indirect method and the torque 
method.
The experimental values of the shear modulus for the expanded 
Plasticell foam materials using the indirect method and the torque 
method are given in table (5.4). The manufacturer’s values are also 
given. It is seen that the values of the shear modulus using the
torque method are less than those using the indirect method . It is 
apparent that the plane of shear in the indirect method has
supplementary strains imposed upon it as the steel plates at the free 
ends during the test tended to separate, thus placing tensile strains
across the shear failure plane. The shear failure plane of the torque
method had no apparent spurious strains across it.
5.2.5 Modulus of Elasticity in Bending
The experimental values were obtained using the four point 
load condition for the three foam densities and these are given in 
table (5.5). The result for the manufacturer’s values are also 
given. It may be seen that the values obtained experimentally were 
100^ greater than the manufacturer’s values. No explanation can be 
given for this difference as no information on the test procedure 
undertaken by the manufacturer was found. It has been shown that all 
mechanical properties increase in value as the density increases. 
Fig.(5.13) shows the relationship between load applied and central 
deflection for a foam material.
Section b: Some Structural Behaviour of Sandwich Construction
5.3. Bending of Sandwich Beams 
5.3.1 Introduction
A discussion of the deflection of six geometrically different 
sandwich beams will be made. The six have been described in chapter 4, 
section 4.6 consisted of three thin face and three thick face beams. 
Five techniques have been used to analyse the beam under simply 
supported conditions with a point load at its centre. These methods 
are:
(a) experimental,
(b) bending theory,
(c) skeletal/continuum finite element systems,
(d) continuum finite element systems,
(e) skeletal element systems.
The last three methods have been discussed in chapter three, section 
3.7.
5.3.1.1 Thin Face Sandwich Beams
Fig.(5.14) shows the relationship between load applied and
central deflection in bending, for sandwich beams of 3mm face thickness
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and for different foam densities. Fig. (5./Hr) shows the load applied 
against stress for the same sandwich beams in bending. These graphs 
show that there is a linear relationship between the applied load and 
deflection for all densities of core material investigated, with the 
sandwich beams having similar face materials. Also it is shown that as 
the stiffness of the core material increases the deflection of the beam 
decreases under any particular load. As it is usually assumed that the 
core material takes negligible bending moments, the differences in the 
deflection values must be associated with the shear deflections.
Figs. (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18) show the results for the thin 
face sandwich beams manufactured from core material of density 40,75 
and 100kg/m3 respectively. Generally the five methods agree to within 
about 20%, although for the foam densities tested and a span of 200mm 
the difference between the bending theory and skeletal/continuum finite 
element idealisation is 50%. It must be mentioned, however, that the 
absolute values of the deflection are small and when comparing small 
absolute values of different solutions the percentage difference can be 
large. The bending theory for the sandwich beam of core density 
40kg/m3 overestimates the beam stiffness for spans up to the limit 
of the tests, viz. 1200mm, whereas the continuum finite element method 
underestimates the stiffness up to about 1000mm after which for any 
increase in span the method overestimates the stiffness.
In the sandwich beam in which the core material has a density
of 75kg/m3, the continuum finite element and skeletal continuum 
finite element methods underestimate the stiffness up to spans of about 
650mm whereas the other analytical techniques overestimate the 
stiffness of the beam. For the sandwich beam in which the core 
material has a density of 100kg/m3, the continuum finite element and 
the skeletal/continuum finite element methods underestimates the 
stiffness up to spans of about 650mm whereas the bending theory 
overestimates it.
5.3.1.2 Thick Face Sandwich Beams
Fig.(5.19) shows the relationship between load applied and
deflection for sandwich beams under bending with face thickness of 5.25
mm and for different foam densities. It may be clearly seen that the
relationships are linear and, as with the thin face sandwich, the beams
with higher density values deflect less than those with lower densities
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under specific loading conditions. Fig.(5.2©) shows the relationship 
between the applied load and maximum bending stress on the thick 
sandwich. The relationships are essentially linear.
Figs.(5.21),(5.22), and (5.23) show the results for the thick 
face sandwich beams manufactured from core materials of.densities 
40,75, 100kg/m3 respectively. The skeletal continuum finite 
element idealisation for the sandwich beam of core density 40kg/m3 
underestimates the beam stiffness up to 325mm span, for greater spans 
the stiffness is overestimated. The continuum finite element method 
and the bending theory underestimates the stiffness of the beam up to 
1000mm after which the method overestimates it. In the sandwich beam
in which the core material has a density of 75kg/m3, the continuum 
finite element underestimates the stiffness of the beam up to 1000mm 
after which for any increase in span the method overestimates the 
stiffness, whereas the bending theory overestimates the stiffness of 
the beam over the full range of spans investigated. The 
skeletal/continuum finite element underestimates the stiffness of the 
beam up to 240mm but beyond this value of span the method overestimates 
the stiffnes, although for foam densities of 40, 75 and 100kg/m3 and 
span of 200mm the difference between the bending theory and 
skeletal/continuum idealisation was 50%.
In the sandwich beam of core density 100kg/m3 the 
continuum finite element underestimates the stiffness of the beam up to 
a span of 1000mm after which for any increase in span the method 
overestimates the stiffness, whereas the skeletal continuum finite 
element and bending theories overestimate the stiffness of the beam. 
It will be noticed that the variation between the analytical and the 
experimental solutions becomes less as the span increases. Fig.(5.24) 
shows the relationship between r1 (ratio of the total deflection to 
that of an ordinary beam of the same stiffness as the sandwich) and the 
dimensionless coefficient D/L2Dq f0r both analytical and experimental
p
solutions. The latter results are shown for values of D/LcDq
up to the value of 0.01 as this was the limit of the experimental
spans.
It will be seen that the two results agree well and that the 
experimental values lie on the analytical solution in which the 
quantity is taken into consideration. However it will be
obseryed that the value of can be assumed equal to unity without 
affecting the accuracy of the total deflection greatly until the 
dimensionless quantity D/L2Dq becomes greater than unity.
5.4 Sandwich Columns under Edgewise Compressive Loads with Different 
End Conditions
During the analysis of the sandwich columns only three 
methods were used . These were :
(a) experimental analysis,
(b) skeletal/continuum finite element analysis,
(c) classical analysis.
Fig.(5.25) shows the relation between the load applied and
the displacement for fix ended sandwich columns of 3mm face thickness
and and for different foam densities. The relationship between first
buckling load and length of column for the fix ended members and for 
the three densities 100,75, 40kgym3 are given in figs.(5.26),(5.27) 
and (5.28) respectively.
The experimental, the skeletal/continuum finite element and 
the bending theory solutions for the 100,75 and 40kg/m3 density 
foams over the range of lengths considered obey a square relationship.
For all sandwich columns investigated the bending theory 
gives conservative values of first buckling for short length columns 
compared with the other two methods used but for the longer lengths of 
columns the bending theory estimates greater first buckling loads than
the other two solutions.
As in the bending investigations, the experimental solution 
is the one that the two theoretical solutions are modelling, but it is 
seen, from figs.(5.26),(5.27) and (5.28), that the skeletal continuum 
finite element model is less accurate than that for the classical 
theory. The solutions for the sandwich beams with core densities of 
100 and 75kg/m3 give a higher buckling load than the experimental 
solution whereas with the sandwich beam of core density of 40kg/m3 the 
experimental solution tends to be between the classical theory and the 
skeletal/continuum finite element solution with the former giving lower 
buckling loads than the experimental solution.
Fig.(5.29) shows the relationship between the load applied 
and displacement for pin ended sandwich columns of 3mm face thickness 
having different foam densities of 100,75 and 40kg/m3.
Fig.(5.30), (5.31), and (5.32) show the relationship between 
first buckling load and length of column for pin ended conditions; 
there is a similar trend for these results as was shown in the fix end 
conditions. The analytical and the classical theory results for the 
sandwich beam with the core density of 100kg/m3, are very close and for 
the short lengths of columns, lie near to the experimental solution. 
However, as the length of the columns increase there is a divergence of 
the analytical and experimental values. The analytical and 
experimental solutions for the sandwich beams with core materials of 
density 75kg/m3 compare very favourably with each other. The 
analytical solutions for the beams in which the core material has a
density of 40kg/m3t tend to be scattered about the experimental results 
without any definite pattern.
Fig.(5.33) shows the relationship between first buckling load 
and length of columns with fix ended conditions and for the three foam 
densities of 100, 75 and 40kg/m3. It may be seen that the load
increases with increase in foam density and that the relationship
between length and first buckling load for the three densities is 
linear.
Fig.(5.34) shows the relationship between first buckling load 
and length of column with pin ended conditions and for the three foam 
densities of 100, 75, 40kg/m^. It is shown that the load increases
with increase in foam density and that the relationship between length
and first buckling load for the three densities is represented by a 
square law.
In the sandwich column of core density 100kg/m3, the first 
buckling load was predicted correctly, up to a column length of 575mm, 
after which a discrepancy in the result was found, but no definite 
conclusion can be made as to the origin of this inaccuracy.
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TABLE 5.1
The experimental results and the manufacturer's values for the compressive modulus
of elasticity (E^) for different densities of expanded piasticell foam materials.
SPECIMEN
NO.
CROSS-SECTION
AREA
mm2
THICKNESS
mm
DENSITY
Kg/m3
COMPRESSIVE MODULUS 
OF ELASTICITY 
N/mm2
RATE OF 
STRAIN 
mm/Mi n.
Manuf. 
Values
Expt.
Values
1 25 x 25 19 100 28.0 24.409 1
2 25 x 25 19 100 28.0 19.700 1
3 25 x 25 19 100 28.0 23.333
4 25 x 25 19 100 28.0 19.085 1
5 25 x 25 19 100 28.0 19.760
Average Experimental Values 
N/mnr 20t7(i\-^ )
1 25 x 25 19 75 19.66 14.538
2 25 x 25 19 75 . 19.66 17.730 1
3 25 x 25 19 75 19.66 15.340
4 25 x 25 19 75 19.66 16.000 1
5 25 x 25 19 75 19.66 17.000
Average Experimental Values 
N/mm2 16.12 (±1**
7-3
?)/o
1 25 x 25 19 40 10.50 6.483 1
2 25 x 25 19 40 10.50 7.176
3 25 x 25 19 40 10.50 9.827 1
4 25 x 25 I9 40 10.50 9.090
5 25 x 25 19 40 10.50 9.030
Average Experimental Values 
N/mm2 8.321 C- 1 21) 
11%
TABLE 5.2
The experimental results for compressive modulus of elasticity (E|_) for
different densities of expanded plasticell foam materials.
SPECIMEN
NO.
CROSS SECTION
AREA
mm2mm
THICKNESS
mm
DENSITY
Kg/m3
EXPT.
VALUES
N/mm2
RATE OF
STRAIN
mm/Min.
1 25 x 25 19 100 15.166 1
2 25 x 25 19 100 10.969 1
3 25 x 25 19 100 14.929 1
4 25 x 25 19 100 9.947 1
5 25 x 25 19 100 14.288 1
Average Experimental Values 
N/mm2
13 0& V <2-4^
l-3;-059-(^&%)
1 25 x 25 19 75 7.925 1
2 25 x 25 19 75 6.340 1
3 25 x 25 19 75 7.553 1
4 25 x 25 19 75 7.523 1
5 25 x 25 19 75 7.553 1
Average Experimental Values 
N/mm2
7- S S ir o-(=o
1 25 x 25 19 40 5.48 1
2 25x25 19 40 5.50 1
3 25 x 25 19 40 3.72 1
4 25 x 25 19 40 4.70 1
5 25 x 25 19 40 4.80 1
Average Experimental Values 
N/mm2
4-34 ©'73
4v84'0^ '° (°)
TABLE 5.3
The experimental values for tensile modulus of elasticity (El ) for different
densities of expanded plasticell foam materials.
SPECIMEN
NO.
CROSS SECTION 
AREA 
mm2
THICKNESS
mm
DENSITY
Kg/m3
EXPT.
VALUES
N/mm2
RATE OF
STRAIN
mm/Min.
1 25 x 25 19 100 77.826
2 25 x 25 19 100 67.561 1
3 25 x 25 19 100 98.095 1
4 25 x 25 19 100 82.200 1
5 25 x 25 19 100 75.000 1
Average Experimental Values 
N/mm2 80.136±u 36U4-1674
1 25 x 25 19 75 50.192 1
2 25 x 25 19 75 53.397
3 25 x 25 19 75 55.694
4 25 x 25 19 75 54.730
5 25 x 25 19 75 53.500 1
Average Experimental Values 
N/mm2 -
53.Sc t 1-08
53v423 (3-5^ )
1 25 x 25 19 40 42.6 1
2 25 x 25 19 40 36.923
3 25 x 25 19 40 27.118 1
4 25 x 25 19 40 28.814 1
5 25 x 25 19 40 35.000 1
Average Experimental Values 
N/mm2 34.091i
TABLE 5.4
The experimental results and the manufacturer's values for the modulus of
rigidity (G) for different densities of expanded plasticell foam materials
SPECIMEN
NO.
DENSITY EXPERIMENTAL VALUES 
FOR SHEAR MODULUS 
N/mm2
MANUFACTURER'S
VALUES
Indirect
Method
Torque
Method
1 100 39.187 30.728 28.0
2 100 36.030 28.623 28.0
3 100 32.890 32.669 28.0
Average Experimental 
Values Using Indirect 
Method and Torque 
Method
36.035 29.226
1 75 26.18 25.345 21.0
2 75 26.17 20.424 21.0
3 75 26.00 25.230 21.0
Average Experimental 
Values Using Indirect 
Method and Torque 
Method
26.120 23.766
1 40 12.08 9.26 7.0
2 40 12.07 6.228 7.0
3 40 12.00 8.000 7.0
Average Experimental 
Values Using Indirect 
Method and Torque 
Method
12.05 7.829
The experimental values and the manufacturer's values for the modulus of 
elasticity in bending for different densitities of expanded plasticell foam 
materials.
SPECIMEN NO. DENSITY
Kg/m3
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
N/mm2
Experimental
Values
Manufacturer's
Values
1 100 130.175
2 100 100.000
3 100 98.000
4 100 99.000
5 100 95.000
Average experimental values 
and average manufacture's 
values
104 -4± ivsO 
-140700'
)
50.0
1 75 69.699
2 75 101.636
3 75 76.508
4 75 98.000
5 75 87.000
Average experimental values 
and average manufacture's 
values
± /£-G4 
1^5
45.0
1 40 51.302
2 40 44,518
3 40 53.045
4 40 76.508
5 40 36.039
Average experimental values 
and average manufacture's 
values 52.282 + lvl 15.0
CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research 
Section a: Conclusions:
This thesis has presented an analytical and experimental 
investigation into certain aspects of the loading characteristics of 
sandwich construction for beams and columns.
Two analytical techniques namely the classical and finite 
element theories have been utilized to enable the prediction of the 
behaviour of sandwich constructions to be made. The results of these 
techniques have been compared with those of experimental procedures.
Sandwich beams and columns are structurally difficult to 
analyse because of the great difference in the core material properties 
compared with that of the face material. In addition both component 
parts of the sandwich construction are generally manufactured from 
relatively low modulus materials which implies that under high loads 
large deflections will result and large deflection theory should be 
used.
In the current investigation in which the sandwich beams were 
idealised to those of skeletal configurations, to skeletal/continuum 
configurations and to two dimensional continuum finite elements, small 
deflection theory was used throughout. The agreement with the 
experimental solutions were in most cases satisfactory. It was 
necessary to include all components of the sandwich constructions in 
the analytical analysis including the bonding layer between the face
material and the core so as to represent the actual idealisation of the 
skeletal or skeletal/continuum systems. Generally the closest 
agreement with the experimental solutions was found to be the finite 
continuum system.
The properties of materials, such as expanded foams, which 
are produced commercially vary in the rise and longitudinal directions 
and therefore cannot be assumed isotropic. In addition it is difficult 
to obtain consistent experimental results with materials which contain 
a large volume of air voids, any inaccuracies in the idealisation of 
the system when using the analytical techniques would have been 
magnified by variations in the mechanical properties of the component 
parts; the experimental values which could only be obtained in the 
longitudinal direction were used as data for the analytical solutions. 
Generally the lower the foam density the greater will be the variations 
of material properties.
The compressive and flexural experimental test values on 
coupons cut at random from the tests on hand laminated strand mat glass 
fibre/polyester resin composites did show some variation in values. 
This could be due to small changes in the fibre/matrix percentage 
ratios within regions of the laminates; this is a common fault with 
the hand laminated composite.
The skeletal/continuum finite element and the skeletal finite 
element and the classical theory predicted the stiffness of the thin 
face beam generally to within about 20% of each other but they all 
overestimated the experimental solution. The continuum finite element
also overestimated the experimental solution although at low densities 
of foam the solution underestimated the experimental one. It must be
said, however that these observations are only for sandwich beam loaded
under a three point loading system with spans up to 1200mm and depth of 
beam 23mm.
For the thick face sandwich the continuum finite element 
solution predicted the experimental one with fair accuracy, however, it 
underestimated the stiffness of the sandwich beam.
The skeletal and the skeletal/continuum finite element 
solutions agreed well with each other but overestimated the stiffness 
of the beam. The classical theory overestimated the stiffness of the 
beam generally to within about 20% except at the low ^nd of the 
densities where it underestimated it considerably.
With respect to the sandwich columns having the two extreme 
end fixity conditions, the classical theory showed the closest 
agreement with the experimental results. The skeletal/continuum finite 
element solution did not compare well with the experimental one and 
varied by as much as 40% in some cases. It is difficult to make any 
observations as to why such a poor result was obtained it would have
been expected that a closer agreement than this could have been
achieved the members of a skeletay'continuum system generally predict 
the axial forces with a high degree of accuracy.
Section b: Suggestions for Further Research:
The results and conclusions obtained from this investigation 
should be backed up with further tests. The range of tests that could 
be carried out is almost infinite, and hence a great deal of 
consideration must be given to the selection of tests for the next 
phase of the investigation. Clearly, the influence of core thickness 
on deformational behaviour of the sandwich construction is very 
important and demands further investigation. A large deflection theory 
analysis should be undertaken.
It is also desirable to improve the stiffness of the sandwich 
beams and sandwich columns. This might be possible by:
(1) using different types of adhesives,
(2) using different geometrical configuration of foam 
materials,
(3) the introduction of stiffness or steel wire to the face 
material,
(4) using different cross sections of the sandwich beams,
(5) using different way of manufacturing.
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Appendix A
Finite Element Program for the Elastic Stability Analysis
of Skeletal/Continuum Space Structures.
A fortran program developed by Ishakian ref.(16), is used in 
the present investigation. The program xundertakes the linear and 
stability analysis for a skeletal/continuum structure containing rigid 
joints. The results from the analytical solutions were compared with 
those from the experimental techniques. The program performs the
following operations:
(1) the data is read from a file and the members are indexed 
according to their properties and orientation,
(2) the individual stiffness matrices and the individual
transformation submatrices for global orientation are formed,
(3) the total stiffness matrix is formulated for the solution 
of the displacement, after modification for the boundry condition 
effect.
The program outputs the following data for each structure
analysed:
(a) the nodal displacement in global coordinates,
(b) the forces and stresses in local coordinates in
relation to skeletal members. The forces at the end of the skeletal
members are the product of the stiffness matrix of the member and the 
displacement vector of the two ends of the member,
(c) the inplane and bending stresses in plate elements in 
local coordinates by taking the average of related nodal stresses,
(d) the action forces in global coordinates. These are 
found by the product of the horizontal elements of the stiffness matrix 
of the joint and the total displacement vector. In addition the 
program was used to find out the first buckling load.
APPENDIX B
1. The formula used to determine the modulus of elasticity of the 
g.r.p. composite is:
Where:
E=wal2/8^I
E=modulus of elasticity
w=load applied
a=overhang length
l=span length
I=moment of inertia 
(\ 3  ^  W C . t V * \ t  vyV
y
2. The formula used to find out the flexural strength of the g.r.p. 
composite is :
where:
<* =1.5pl/wt2 
f
cf =flexural strength 
p=failure load 
l=span length 
w=width of the beam 
t=thickness of the beam
3. The formula used to determine the compressive strength of the
g.r.p. composite is:
oc =p/wt
where:
<Jc =compressive strength 
p=failure load 
w=width of the beam 
t=thickness of the beam
4. The formula used to determine the shear modulus of the core
material is:
G=t/v
where:
G=shear modulus 
t=shear stress 
v=shear strain
